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ABSTRACT:
Tuning Mode analysis and opinion out useful to
extract information on mining, text documents, and
subjective value. The market and of great importance
to the impact of the customers were especially put
changes in products and services reviewed the business
and become marketers. This document is a rapid
detection of common sense of the people with different
languages of the fragments of the text to the proposed
method, consider flexible. The proposed method and
classification models polarization of data obligations
stories represented by the vector used a machine
learning approach to education. Mantel based, wordbased and hybrid vectorizations, including many
involving vector systems documents' represented
studied. Job qualifications for the group this function
represents the feelings Classification high and low
bending, Greek and English, four sets of online
research to represent the user is determined by the
review. Pro is less need for computing resources,
limited resources, which is the law, then it can affect
the real world scenarios.
I.
INTRODUCTION:
Discussion boards, online platforms, etc., around the
products, services and offers are used, social networks,
blogs everyday millions, Wiki, have expressed their
views. The most accurate way to express the views
expressed emo naturally or automatically, business,
professional researchers have realized that marketing
is of great importance. Collection of data from the
source material challans secret subjective feelings
reflects the views of the people of the analysis process,
information.
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In general, the concept of analysis, sometimes negative
or positive, neutral, basic hand signals to reach the
media. As a terminology facility-based approach
involves information about the overall document of the
document's outcome trend, it is a vocabulary of
documents, which is to suffer any of such words,
receive less coverage. It is especially obvious in a text
block that can be used to communicate with customers.
Furthermore, their system is not more invisible
because they failed to occupy public sentiments and
emotions in the former press itself. However, they
have special feelings in a document / emotions do not
assume the word profit. In this work, we will feel
documented, with a vocabulary of its state, the state's
art voice and power fluctuations hypothesis models are
expected to be due to better performance under current
ratings.
(I) dictionary and (ii) embedded based word based
system, which is included hybrid vector to provide
document more comprehensive: we proposed method
features document actual level is used. The proposed
method (film technology products, Greek and English)
checking user reviews is a series of four set
experiments. Dictionaries in the context of the
proposed hybrid vector to evaluate the effectiveness of
the word based feature vector concept or based on
different embedded experience. We have multilingual
emotions analysis rules, the ability of the system and
ability for industrial applications to be included in the
same language method, a method is also prohibited by
being useful. Currently under investigation, only
language, English and Greek, folding is a basic
difference, and morphology is worried.
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The difference between the modern English, a weak
turning languages (such as Swedish, Danish) and (such
as German, Spanish), a high arc in Greek language,
English and Greek, is a special thing of the following
model.In English there is only one form of the
adjective good while the respective adjective in Greek
καλóς has 11 different forms (the aforementioned
adjective is also related with the sentiment analysis
through the sentiment lexicons). Thus, we have
satisfactory results as the method can be applied to
other languages, it is expected to be encouraging. This
work is in preliminary work. • mood analysis, we
apply text in different languages for different resources
and provide a summary of the frame. • We have two
Greek (arched language) and English (weak bending
Language) data (from Greek is still very limited) with
respect to the proposed structure of the bibliography
exam. • We recognize the structure of the actual
performance of a high rating based on the accuracy of
the concepts proposed in the literature to existing
procedures, cases will be achieved by overcoming all
experiments. • Fast, accurate, flexible, multilingual
analysis of the mood of limited computing resources to
support the implementation of the applications of the
proposed method is suitable for this case.

II. RELATED WORK:
With a focus on emotional analysis of the Greek
language in this section, is a typical example of a
language of a review (above the current research), is to
focus on the detection of emotions.

2.1. Sentiment detection approaches:
Under the policy, taking advantage of methods and / or
taking advantage of existing terminology polarization
or problem (emotional presence of words), documents
of emotions "includes a document that aims to
understand the purpose of classification model, but.
such dictionaries, however, even that used to represent
the characteristics of a monitor classification L'the
document A can be used.
2.1.1. Supervised machine learning methods:
Planning of these methods is used not only to analyze
emotions, label paper, a fundamental model of some
method of moving in a text resource, analyzes from
positive emotions and negative feelings, a document
classification issue, but It is also an emotional or
polarized orientation, the desire of documents,
considering statistical characteristics (such as a word
also), NLP and words Rely on and dictionaries. Turney
(2002) words, there are only two phrases, and a good
knowledge of language, and because of the affiliation
of a sense analysis method, a positive or negative
review rating them with bad. The words / expressions
of words / feelings have been done by anyone because
of those words, according to the dictionary in the hand
expressed in this document, are fully dependent on the
average of the emotions.
2.2. Sentiment detection on documents written in
Greek language:
However, written in Greek language is particularly
difficult for the general NLP, and especially its sense
of complex morphological characteristics (high arches,
formulas, etc.) and press. Domain-specific dictionaries
presented a set of documents related to mining ideas,
there is no recurrence attitude to start with the words
of a drop, there was a common opinion. They are
producing a variety of characters in the normal events,
frequency values, and newspapers and assigned to and
vocabulary. In a major review of the forum, a SemiGreek student's supervised account has a sense
identification system under keyword lists, emoticons
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and emotionally intensive. Regression and SVM,
among others, rates in many of the tested algorithms.
2.3. Sentiment analysis tools:
Tools, libraries, emotional analysis can also be used
for increasing numbers of APIs. Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014) has a comprehensive plan for
NLP works. Natural Language Toolkit 2 (NLTK) is a
Python program that calculates the use of data to build
a platform of human language. To make you positive
for the words, negative or neutral feelings anga-seas
tool, based on the rate of text, as a text tag. Twitter,
reviewing the classification of targets using both
emotions and data from the film,
III. Methodology:
And generally this is the domain of the proposed
framework document sense analysis method,
polarizing pre-stress response (acceptable or
negatively accepted broad collections) is polarizing.
The proposed system is not connected to a specific
dictionary is very easy. It also can be implemented in a
language for sentiments or written words in different
languages that have polarization. As a set of
documents, the desired pressure represents a vector,
and to achieve a sense of expectation to train a
classification model. Again, this model can be
estimated the unknown polarization of the concepts of
new documents. And the classification algorithm can
work with this type of car, the proposed method of
representing the vector is highly customizable. • Model
construction: There is a specific document, in which
two main functions are required to support the
proposed draft point. It recognizes the existence of a
detailed collection of documents used for training in
the spirit recognition model.
3. Sentiment prediction:
The performance of the stage building model was
achieved by acknowledging the existence of a sense
model. See one or more documents, know about the
issue of emotion prediction (document).

The accuracy of the model above and forecast
described is the proposed structure, the main motive is
the important step for the withdrawal of hybrid feature
vectors. Therefore, in the following subdivision we
will provide all the details about the vision of our
vectorization. In particular, we have proposed a hybrid
vector with the use of a dictionary based word-based
embedded feature extraction methods to give
information. Apart from this, we can provide proper
document texts and words sense, especially if the
information is appropriate for us to know the problem,
which is very focused on our emotions, the Greek
extension dictionary.
3.1. Lexicon-based features:
The convenience of dictionary based emotions
Extraction method 8 is based on the existence of a
dictionary. In general, the feelings of many of the
weight of the emotions, the weight of the dictionary, a
set of words in a particular language, length and
breadth to make some kind of comment. For each
dimension, the word can be a goal (words for, or
would be, for feelings of anger), or a certain rating
level, (based on the discussion of emotions) using
dimensions in a binary manner. A document is an
answer to this question, whether it is positive,
negative, or neutral - subjective or purpose, and / or
rate - in the case of a document, such as polarity can
also comment in relation to their diversity. Manually
(experts) (documents can be tagged with the sense of
the MA-Chine learning application), or automatically
be interpreted as either. Therefore, even if the
emotional dimension is firmly supported by our
structures and feelings of dictionaries of two
glossaries, even then.
3.2. Word embedding-based features:
People often (such as supplementary mixing, or
reference to their feelings, special sense / negative
polarity, or a set of ridiculous, with the use of different
words in their opinion), subtle ways, and expressing
their thoughts.
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Recently I have suggested that the approach to capture
based on the words of an integrated word, meaning
and syntactic features.
IV. CONCLUSIONS:
We proposed to use a hybrid approach that will work
with the feelings / emotions of a dictionary that offers
coding information that is presented in response to
Word2Vec references that are sensitive to context.
Appearance / absence, the sense analysis works in the
possession of the word, representing Word2Vec, or in
terms of meaning and syntactic relationships, the case
of proposed acquisition of bags is based on feelings of
work that is not enough to represent Because they do
not have to carry information. Therefore, the fact is
that this is such a dictionary that provides considerable
benefits. As a result of training under the supervision
of classification of hybrid representation selected by
the user, then it is used for input. come to know. Art,
not far away, the state of the accuracy of the proposed
method is particularly related to the English language.
Innovation of the state, most of the time, computing is
expensive and their performance was tested in the
same language. The proposed method is simple, fast
and comfortable, and similar features (custom mix)
performance can be applied to any language. Testing
in two languages (for the state of the art of Greek
language) provides high accuracy results. In this way,
it can computationally inexpensive and realistic
situations affect the minimum computational
resources. As a standalone software application
designed to take advantage of computational resources,
feelings, big data analysis, emotional analysis, or a
proposal to work with the former.
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